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Name:   B Floyd Jones   

Age/Playing:   40 - 60   

Agent’s Email Address: info@redbookcasting.co.uk  

Agent’s Phone No:   07389 134 200  

Gender:    Male   

Height:     5’11”  

Chest/Inside Leg:   43” chest/32” inside leg 

Weight:    14 st  

Overview:   

Floyd is a very interesting character actor who is raw, streetwise and energetic.  He 

has an immense life experience and history which he could bring to any role.  He has 

expressed a real interest now in forging an acting career and is just looking for the 

right sort of role to do this.  He is charismatic, streetwise, intimidating and knows 

about life’s knocks but also has a great sense of humour.  He has a sense of 

authority and loyalty too. He is still very fit and agile and enjoys many sports, and 

trains daily in boxing.  He is also very skilled in karate and kick boxing along with 

long distance running and hill running.  He has a full driving license and can perform 

many physical stunts and can drive off road cars and motorbikes.  He is very reliable 

and committed to anything he takes on.   

Professional Experience:  

Rehana Zaman (Short Film) – featured role of Dad (March 2018)  

Pato Banton (Reggae Star) – Music Video, Manchester  

White Apache (Band) – Music Video, Rich Bitch Studios, Birmingham  

BMW Commercial – Manchester Numerous 

walk on and extra roles.  

Professional Skills:   
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Sports/Life Skills - Boxing, Karate, Kick Boxing, Horse Riding, Stunt Work Accents 

– Liverpool (native), Irish, Cockney, Manchester, Scottish (fluent Spanish) Driving – 

Full clean driving licence, stunt and off-road driving, motorbike riding.   

Reference:  

Rehana Zaman – Film Maker  

“We booked Floyd for the role of ‘Dad’ for our short film through RedBook Casting.  

Floyd was fantastic to work with, very professional and brought something a little 
extra to the team - and had us all in stitches too!  The project was a short film 

developed in collaboration with a group of young women from the Liverpool 8 area.   

We would happily work with Floyd and RedBook again and highly recommend 

them”.  


